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As Is well hewn, the construction of periodic solutions of quasi-linear sys- 
tems Is baaed on the solution of the so-called equations of perlodiclty, 
which result from the perlodlclty conditions. 

When the equations for the basic amplitudes, I.e. the perlodlclty equa- 
tions with the small parameter set equal to zero, have a nonzero Jacobian, 
the equations for the basic amplitudes have the simple roots. This case has 
been studied rather fully by Malkln [l]. The periodic solutions so obtained 
can be expanded In Integer powers of the small parameter. 

When the Jacobian of the equations for the basic amplitudes vanishes, 
theee equations have multiple roots. This case, with certain side conditions, 
has been studied by Proskurlakov and Plotnlkova. In particular, they have 
treated non-self-contained systems with one degree of freedom In 12 and 33. 
The periodic solutlone obtained In this case can be expanded In either lnte- 
ger or fractional powers of the small parameter. 

In these two cages, It 13 assumed that the considered values of the ampll- 
tudea of the generating solution are completely determined by the equations 
for the basic amplitudes. 

However, for non-self-contained systems and self-contained systems with 
several degrees of freedom, cases can occur where for some values of the 
amplitude the generating aolutlon of the system of equations for the basic 
amplitudes degenerates. lhis can mean (when the considered quasi-linear 
system has no first integral 143) that the given form of the perlodlclty 
equations 1s not suitable for the determination of the corresponding ampll- 
tudes of the generating aolutlon. In this case, the sought Initial values 
of the periodic solution can be decomsed into two groups, to each of which 
corresponds a particular form of the perlodlclty equations. 

1. Let us consider, for example, a quasi-linear non-self-contained sys- 
tem with one degree of freedom for which, following Proskurlakov 121, the 
periodlcltg equations, after cancelllng the small parameter v , are repre- 
sented In the form 

where n (,4,B) are pollnomia~s in A 
tions (11’ take the form 

and B . We will assume that Equa- 
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flWcpO(‘) + pfl(‘)(pl(‘) j_ 
a.1 + pk-‘fl(‘)cpk(;) + pkjl* _+ . . . zz 0 

j2(l+o(‘) t_ pf2W+,l(l) + . . . + pk-‘j2(‘)qk-‘;’ + $j2* + , . . _ 0 (k > 0) (2) 

Here, and in the 
1;:) /,(*I, 12(i) have no 

ljlo(l) = j2u)fl* - f*(l)/** + 0 

sequel, cp and y are pollnomlale In A 
common factor for each 

and B , the 
2 , and the curves 

cpO('i (A, B) = 0 

do not have Isolated singular points. 
tudes In two groups 

Dividing the equations of basic ampll- 

L(l) (AO, BO) = 0 9 h(l) wl, 4 = 0; qJ,(‘) (‘%I, &J = 0 0) 
from the first group of equatloti we find the real roots A"(') and DO(') (if 
they exist), and from Equation (2) we find the corresponding quantities ~1(') 
and fiz(l)., 

For determination of the remaining amplitudes of the generating equations 
we proceed as follows. Hultlply the first equation of system (2) byf (I), 
and substractlfrom It the second equation multlplled by.fi'l));. Then, %fter 

we obtain an equation which, together with each of Squations 
or example with the first, will be a new form of the perlodlclty equa- 

(p1(') +tI (. . .) = 0, $)0(l) +p (. . .)=O, $,!” = pp 
I I 0 (i = 182) (4) 

If the quantities &(I) and +0(l) are represented In the form - 

(pp = Q24$)0(2), \p (1) = f,@)(J),(2) 0 (5) 

then the perlodlcity equations (4) are analogous to Equations (2), and the 
entire process along the chosen direction is repeated until (as is aesumed) 
at least one of the follolng lnequalltles is satisfied 

Q" j p)(-pow), *w _# fov+l)w,(‘+l) (1 2 1) 

In this case, from the equations for the basic amplitudes 

$l”’ (A,, BO) = 0, l#)o(Q (/IO, B,) = 0 

we find the remaining amplitudes A0 (I)$ BO(') of the generating equations (If 
they exist), and from the perlodlclty equations 

lQ) + +l (. . .) = 0, qo(Q + p (. . .) = 0 (6) 

we find the corresponding quantities p~(')~pn 
(1) . Then the process 1s repeated 

In another direction, etc. Thus, all initial values A, B of the aought 
periodic solution are divided lnto groups to each of which corresponds a Par- 
ticular form of the perlodlclty equations. Slmllar reasoning can be used for 
self-contained and non-self-contained systems with several degrees of freedom. 

2. As an example we will consider the Dufflng problem in a quasi-linear 
formulation [l and 23. For the oscillation equation 

da, 
x+x=p.(aZ - pz 3) + p*y cos t (aP > O), 7#0) (7). 

the generating solution will be z~=&cos 13_ Bosint, and the PeriodicitY 
equations are 

B [a -V& (A2 + Bz)I - ~Vs.$B Ia (3A2 -B2) - 
-l&3 (7-44 - 5B’ tt_ SAW)] + pa (. , .) = 0 

A [a - “/.P (A2 .j- P)l - p {1/n&4 [a(A2 - 3B2) - 
’ - v2p (A’ - 5B’ + 4Mmj - 7) + p” (. . .) = 0 
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The equations for the basic amplltudeo &re split up into the two groups 

A, = 0, B, = 0; a - s/rP (Ao2 + Boa) = 0 

and the quantities pi') and &('),which correspond to vanishing amplitudes 
of the generating solution, are found from system (8). For the determlna- 
tlon of the nonvanlshlng amplitudes of the generating solution we will trans- 
form system (8) into the form 

f Ia -Y,B (A* + B2)1 + p (. . .) = 0 (f=A,B) 

B IT -I- %BAs Pa - 38 (M” + 2B*)j} + p (. . .) = 0 
(9) 

and obtain the equations of the basic amplitudes when it is assumed that 
Bm # 0 

Hence, under the condition that Ial'> 27lely', we have 

A,, = 2 

to these values of the amplitudes can be 
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